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ECCD Experiments in RTP

R.W. Polman, E. Westerhof, J. Lok, F.A Karelse, O.G. Kruyt, A.A.M. Oomens,

F.C. SchQller, and the RTP-team

FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,

P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) experiments on the Rijnhuizen tokamak RTP

have been performed utilizing 60 GHz waves launched from the high field side of the torus. The

ECCD efficiency as a function of the position of the cold resonance layer has been measured

and compared with Fokker-Planck simulations. The experimental results are consistent with

these simulations.

Introduction

ECCD is accomplished by preferentially heating electrons moving in one toroidal direction.

Their reduced collissionality results in a toroidal current

In the present RTP experiments the total toroidal plasma current, Ip, was kept constant by a

feedback circuit. In fact, Ip can be assumed to be the sum of four components: the inductive

current drive, a current due to bootstrap effects, ECCD, and an inductively driven extra current

due to an additional conductivity created by ECRH via energetic electrons. Thus Ip - IcOn(i +

Iboot + IECCD + Isyn- The established ECCD is not large enough to drive all of Ip. The loop

voltage is only reduced below its Ohmic value (Fig. 1) and the driven current must be obtained

indirectly. The voltage reduction results from both ECCD and the lowered global plasma

resistance. The latter is due to the thermal Te increase plus the enhancing extra contribution by

the synergetically ECH created conductivity. The four contributions to Ip do not have the same

current density distribution. The bootstrap current flows off-axis in the pressure-gradient region

while the other components are centered about the plasma axis but can have strongly different

profile widths. Until now, the exact experimental profiles can not be known directly and one has

to rely on calculations or indirect methods.

This paper aims to identify the IECCD dependency on the location of the resonance layer and

on the toroidal launch angle.

Experimental set-up

The RTP tokamak (RQ - 0.72 m, ajim - 0.165 m, BT £ 2.5 T, boronized SS first wall) is

equipped with two 60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms gyrotrons, and a single 110 GHz, 200 ms, 500

kW gyrotron. One of the 60 GHz gyrotrons is connected by a wave guide transmission line to

the high field side of the tokamak to achieve ECCD in the down shifted resonance scheme. The

waves are obliquely launched from a flat steerable mirror, located halfway the equatorial plane

and the top. The launch angles ranged from -30° to +30° off-perpendicular. The power was

directed towards the magnetic axis. The polarization of the waves is linear. The injected power
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couples for 80% or more to the X-mode. For the experiments reported here, this system has

been operated at a power level of about 130 kW and pulse lengths of up to 100 ms. In some

discharges the second 60 GHz gyrotron, injecting O-mode perpendicularly from the low field

side, was used to get higher temperatures of the target plasma. The working gas was hydrogen.

The density was feedback controlled. The EC driven current is derived from a comparison of the

residual loop voltages for co- and counter-drive discharges. If one relies on the assumption that

by reversing the toroidal direction of the EC wave injection only IECCD changes sign and that the

other components remain the same for co- and counter drive, then the RF driven current is

simply the total plasma current multiplied by half the fractional change in loop voltage:lEccD "

[(Vcntr - vco) / (Vcntr + Vco)] (Ip - Iboot). where Vcmr and Vco represent the loop voltages during

counter- and co-drive, respectively. This expression has been used here; further, Iboot is taken

zero. The approach is accepted in ECCD research. Knowledge of the current density profiles

through polarimetry should provide results of a more local quality.

Standard diagnostics, a 19-channel interferometer, 20- channel ECE, a high-resolution

multi-position Thomson Scattering system and other multi-channel diagnostics are available at

RTP. Very recently a polarimeter has been implemented on the 19-channel interferometer.

Experimental results

First results on ECCD in RTP have been reported in [1]; driven current fractions were

found up to 20%. Since then the parameter range studied has been expanded, but the ECCD

efficiency itself could not be pushed up further. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.

Most experiments were done with Ip - 60 kA, and <ne> «(1.0 - 1.3)xl019nr3; Bj was

varied between 2.1 and 2.5 T. The standard toroidal launch directions were +30° and -30° off-

perpendicular. The diffuse Doppler-shifted absorption zone is to the high field side of the cold

resonance position, which is at 2.14 T for 60 GHz radiation. Hence the driven current depends

on Bj . Linear theory predicts the scaling IECCD ~ Te/ne with temperature and density; Fokker-

Planck simulations suggest for the parameter regime of the experiment an even stronger

influence of the density: IECCD ~ Te/ne1-5 (see the next section). The temperature effect is clearly

demonstrated in Fig. 2. The maximum driven current (11 kA) was obtained at BT - 2.33 T for

Te - 3 keV (obtained with 2 gyrotrons), and <ne>» l.OxlO19 nr3 . This is consistent with the

largest possible resonance downshift at the plasma centre while still retaining efficient central

heating. For one gyrotron the maximum temperature reached is lower (Te « 1.5 keV) and the

IECCD shows a maximum (« 6 kA) at BT around 2.30 T. For a further increased magnetic field

(2.46 T) the off-axis heating leads to a lower central temperature than in the Ohmic heating

phase; this resembles 2X-mode off-axis heating results with the 110 GHz gyrotron [3].

Current drive results at the non-standard injection angles ±23°, and ±11°, and with plasma

currents Ip - 40 and 80 kA are not distinguishable from the others, while modeling for the

steeper ±11° injection case predicts an IECCD maximum for B j around 2.25 T (see Fig. 3).

Experimental data so far are qualitatively in agreement with predictions (see figs. 2 and 3).

However, ECCD is sensitive to the density, which should be low to get a measurable rf current



drive. At the more perpendicular injection, as well as for 80 kA plasmas, the density increases in

an uncontrolled way with about 20%. This makes a quantitative comparison difficult.

Current density profiles from polarimetry should show the current drive straight-forwardly,

in contrast with the indirect loop voltage method. The preliminary results support the expected

dependencies qualitatively and look promising. However, the low density and the modest

amount of IECCD result in a Faraday rotation around 1°, which is not high enough above the

experimental error bars to draw clear conclusions at this moment.

Theoretical results

Detailed Fokker-Planck code simulations have been performed for the experimental parameters

covered by the experiments (i.e. Te(0) - 1.5 - 3.0 keV, ne(0) - 1.7 - 2.4 1019 m"3, Baxis =

2.10 - 2.40 T, toroidal injection angle <J> - 11° - 30°). The results are given in figure 3.

The scaling of the EC driven current with density and temperature is approximately ~ Te / ne1-5.

However, the temperature scaling may be complicated by a dependence on the magnetic field on

axis, Baxjs. Further, IECCD is a strong function of both B^js and the injection angle: for an

injection angle of 30° and with Te(0) - 1.5 keV a maximum is obtained around BaxiS - 2.30 T.

At higher Te the maximum shifts to higher values of Baxis, but for BaxiS> 2.35 T these will no

longer be consistent with sufficient central power deposition required to achieve such

temperatures. Therefore these conditions are experimentally inaccessible in RTP. Decreasing the

injection angle leads to lower efficiencies and a small shift of the maximum towards lower

magnetic fields: for ty = 11° a relatively sharp maximum is obtained at BaxjS = 2.25 T.

In the absence of radial transport, the Fokker-Planck calculations predict the generation of

large local energetic electron populations. In many cases, these nonthermal electrons may locally

even account for an equal or even much higher energy density than the thermal plasma. When

radial transport is included in the calculations, the highly localized non-thermal electrons are

redistributed, such that globally the contribution of non-thermal electrons is almost the same.

The total EC driven current is found to drop by at most 20% as a consequence of radial

diffusion. This effect of radial transport on the local nonthermal electrons has important

consequences for comparisons with various other plasma diagnostics [2].

These calculations are roughly consistent with the experimentally derived EC driven currents

of Fig. 2, in particular the B ^ dependence. Though, the experiments have not yet been able to

confirm the drop in efficiency for the smaller injection angles.
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Fig. 1
Vjooo time-traces of 5 discharges in a row
overlaid: 1 Ohmic, 2 co- ami 2 counter
current drive cases.
Ip - 60 kA, PECH - 130 kW, injection ±30°,
<ne> - l.Qxl019nr3.
Oscillations are due to the chopper regulated
power supply for the vertical field coils.

0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
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Fig. 2
Experimental IBCCD as a function of BT, for
30° off-perpendicular injection.
Full points: 2 gyrotrons
a) IECCD

b) normalized with a scaling factor n'-5/T

Fig. 3
Simulated IECCD as a function of Baxis. for
11°, 23°,and 30° off-perpendicular injection.
Plasma parameters: Te(0) - 1.5 keV, ne(0) -

2 4 1.7x1019 m -3 . EC power: 135 kW X-mode.



Influence of magnetic Reynolds number
on internal disruptions in the RTP tokamak

C.P. Tanzi, F.C. Schuller, A. Prank * and the RTP team

FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

* IOFAN General Physics Institute
117942 Moscow, Vavilov street, 38, Russian Federation

Introduction, motivation
In RTP, as shown in {1], the m = 1 precursor phase of internal disruptions can display a
behaviour suggesting that it can be driven by either ideal MHD or magnetic reconnec-
tion. This paper investigates the assumption that the relative importance of resistivity
might determine whether the m = 1 precursor displays an ideal or a resistive devel-
opment. A measure of the relative importance of resistivity is the magnetic Reynolds
number. In order to study its effect on the character of the m = 1 precursor, a series
of dedicated discharges in which the magnetic Reynolds number S was systematically
varied has been analyzed by means of the method introduced in [1, 2], where an MHD
invariant, the enthalpy H, is calculated from tomographic reconstructions of the Soft
X-Ray (SXR) system on RTP.

A scan in S has been made, by varying the magnetic field, the density and the
temperature. This scan was done in a single day in order to minimize the change of
impurity content of the plasma, and hence its effect on the resistivity. Constraints
over the range of variation of these parameters are both set by the characteristics of
the SXR system (which defines an upper limit to the density, to avoid saturation),
and by the physics of ohmic heating (a higher density corresponds to a lower electron
temperature). It follows that these parameters cannot be varied independently, and
not over a large interval. The main plasma parameters of these discharges are given in
Table 1, together with the duration of each sawtooth oscillation. In order to keep the
magnetic field configuration and current density profile shape as constant as possible,
the qa value (« 3.4) and the pressure profile shape were kept fixed within the operational
constraints. The variable parameters left are therefore the magnetic Reynolds number
S and the absolute value of the central pressure. These are the two quantities that are
expected to be of direct influence on the m = 1 instability.

Description of experiment
The value of 5 can be calculated in terms of easily accessible experimental values:

S = IM.

where L is the radius of the q — 1 surface and r}\ is the average resistivity inside the
q = 1 radius (771 = HoVioop/AnBo). For the toroidal Alfven velocity the value on axis is
considered, assuming that minority impurities do not play a role:

vA = 2.18 x lQx*Bo[T)yJmPlmini[W9 cm"3].



By keeping qa « 3.4 constant, all the discharges of this series had the q = 1 radius at
« 5 cm with Ro = 72 cm. It then follows

S = 1.74 x 105-
[tVne[10wcm-3

For ohmically heated discharges in RTP the loop voltage Vioop is always « 2 V.
Therefore it is possible to vary S by varying the magnetic field B, the electron density
ne and the majority ion species. In Table 1 examples of these three possibilities are
given. They lead to a variation of 5 between 0.8 and 2.3 x 105. Within the operational
constraints of RTP it was not possible to obtain a wider range in ohmically heated
discharges. However, with 400 kW of ECR heating at the second harmonic electron
resonance frequency, the loop voltage could be reduced by a factor two, thereby reaching
the highest S value of this series, 3.5 x 105.

Table 1. Main plasma parameters of analyzed discharges.

heating B Te(0) ne(0) pe(0) Vloop

method (T) eV 1019m"3 (kPa) (V)
duration

(ms)

#21.042
#21.052
#22.042
#21.044

H(ohmic) 2.05 900 2.8
H (ohmic) 1.495 560 4.6
He (ohmic) 2.04 830 6.4
H(ECRH) 2.05 1400 4.3

4.0 1.9 2.3 xlO5 0.5
4.2 1.8 l.OxlO6 1.2
8.7 2.5 0.8xl05 1.5

10.0 1.0 3.5xlO5 0.6

As it can be seen from this table the absolute central electron pressure varied within
a factor 2.5. The inclusion of the ion pressure to obtain the total pressure can be made
by multiplying the electron cyclotron pressure with roughly a factor 1.5. It has been
checked if indeed the pressure profile shape has been preserved. Figures 1 and 2 show
that the pressure profile shapes were indeed identical for all cases. Also the inversion
radius of all four cases indicated that the q = 1 radius was kept constant at w 5 cm.

(b)

0.15

Fig. 1 Electron pressure proBle measured by Thomson scattering at 200 ms of (a) two
H plasmas with different S values (# 21.052, S = 1 x 105, dotted line, and # 21.042, S =
2.3 x 105, solid line, (b) the He plasma (# 22.042, S — 0.8 x 10s, solid line) and a H plasma
with ECRH (# 21.044, S = 3.5 x 105, dotted hue).
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Fig. 2 (a) Electron pressure proBle measured by Thomson scattering at 200 ms, of one of the
H plasmas of Fig. 1 ( # 21.042), solid line, and a He plasma f# 22.042), dotted line, (b) same
as (a), normalized to Pe(0) of (# 21.042).

Discussion of results
In Fig. 3 the uncalibrated brightness of the channel of the side camera of the SXR
system (tangent to the 9 = 1 radius) are given hi sequence of increasing S value for the
four cases of Table 1. From raw data it is already apparent that the precursor behaviour
at low S values is much more pronounced and appears as a regular oscillation whilst at
high values the precursor is irregular. The pressure difference is seemingly not relevant
as there are considerable pressure differences between the discharges of Table 1 (Figs. 1
and 2).

rl 9951122.042
(a)

rl9951121.052
(b)

10.0-

199.2 199.4 199.6 199.8 200.0 200.2
tim

199.2 199.4 199.6 199.8 200.0 200.2
time (ms)time (ms)

Fig. 3 Signals of SXR detector aO7 (impact parameter p = 3 cm) for different discharges.



Subsequently, the enthalpy H has been calculated from the tomograms, as described
in [2], in order to detect reconnection. From this four cases only the one with the lowest
S number showed evidence of magnetic reconnection before the sawtooth crash. The
discharge with the highest S value shows no reconnection before the crash. Also in
this aspect the absolute pressure value does not appear to have a large influence. The
analysis of other cases than the ones given in Table 1 yields a similar pattern: resistive
ohmic discharges with low S tend to show m — 1 with reconnection whilst ECRH
heated discharges with high S values tend to behave according to an ideal MHD model.
However these cases have all different q = 1 radii and profile shapes. Therefore more
statistics should be gained before a firm conclusion on the role of S can be drawn.

A different but interesting observation, which might be related to the difference be-
tween reconnection and ideal MHD behaviour, can be made from the sawtooth duration
column in Table 1. There appears to exist an inverse proportionality between S and this
duration. This might indicate that the early development of the islands by reconnection
in the sawtooth rise phase diminishes the tension in the magnetic configuration such
that it takes longer to reach the sawtooth crash. Also this aspect deserves more analysis
in the future.

Conclusions
Measurements have been conducted to determine the influence of resistivity on the de-
velopment of the sawtooth instability. With increasing values of the magnetic Reynolds
number 5, in the range 0.8 — 3.5 x 105, the m = 1 precursor instability of the sawtooth
crash changes from a magnetic reconnection behaviour towards ideal MHD behaviour.
This transition does not seem to be influenced by the absolute pressure value. With
increasing value of S the duration of the sawtooth diminishes. Firmer conclusions could
be drawn in the future if a similar analysis is done on a larger class of sawtooth crashes.
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Temperature Profile Perturbations
measured by High Resolution ECE diagnostics
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Trilateral Euregio Cluster

Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich, GmbH.
Association EURATOM-KFA, D-52425 Julich, Germany

"FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Associate EURATOM-FOM
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

An experimental investigation into temperature profile perturbations due to MHD modes
has been performed by means of high resolution electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diag-
nostics on TEXTOR. The position and width of large m = 2 magnetic islands have been
determined. A secondary temperature maximum inside the island has been observed.
1. Introduction
The ideal MHD equilibrium of a tokamak plasma can be violated in the vicinity of ratio-
nal q surfaces. Here, because of finite resistivity, the flux surfaces may tear and reconnect
forming so-called tearing modes or magnetic islands. These MHD modes are frequently
observed as precursors to major disruptions. Therefore intense studies are devoted to
magnetic islands.

The magnetic perturbation can cause a change in the temperature distribution be-
cause the reconnected flux surfaces act as short circuits for the heat flow. The balance
between parallel and perpendicular transport over the flux surfaces of the magnetic is-
land is determined by the local collisionality [1]. Sustained temperature gradients over a
magnetic island have been observed in other devices [2]. It is predicted, however, that an
m — 2 island with a minimum width of 2.5cm in TEXTOR will flatten the temperature
profile over the O-point in absence of internal sources [1]. In the presence of a toroidal
plasma rotation the asymmetric temperature perturbations appear as MHD oscillations
on diagnostic time traces. The radial variation of the MHD oscillation amplitude reflects
the difference between the temperature profile over an X- and O-point.

Flat temperature regions have been observed near the q = 2 surface in the TEXTOR
tokamak previously [3]. At TEXTOR (Ro = 1.75m, a = 0.46m, Ip = 350kA and qa w 3.8)
two new six-channel ECE diagnostics monitor the temperature perturbations in the vicin-
ity of the q = 1 and q = 2 surface, respectively, with a good radial spacing of 1 — 2cm.
In this way the temperature profile flattening due to magnetic islands can be studied in
more detail. For the cases treated in this paper the optical thickness in the vicinity of the
q = 2 surfaces is above 3.

2. Temperature Profile Perturbations
Using the fact that the temperature profile will be flattened over the magnetic island,
its width and position can be determined. As an example a specific ohmic discharge will
be shown. It exhibits large MHD activity, i.e. coupled m/n = 1/1 and 2/1 modes, which
is observable from the time the current reaches its flat-top phase (t = 300ms). However
the central temperature and density are still increasing. The rotating modes locks at
t = 570ms and the discharge disrupts afterwards. Flattening of the temperature profile
has been observed in the vicinity of the q = 2 surface. The flattening causes the MHD
oscillations on opposite sides of the rational q surface to be jn counter phase. The MHD



0.30 0.35 0.40 0.46 0.S0 0.S6
Tbn»(t)

Figure 1: (a) Temporal behaviour of the q = 2
surface (circles) and the islands separatrix
(squares) versus the major radial position
for an ohmic TEXTOR discharge. Both are
deduced from the minimum and maximum
MHD oscillation amplitude. After about t —
450ms the position of the minimum and max-
imum deviated rapidly from each other which
shows the island is growing, (b) The half is-
land width deduced from figure l(a). The ver-
tical dashed line indicates the time of dis-
ruption. The measurements have been per-
formed by tuning the toroidal magnetic field
to , Bt - 1.96 71, Ro = 1.75m, and shifting
six ECE channels in the vicinity of the HFS
q = 2 surface. .

oscillation amplitude will have a minimum at the rational surface. Outside the separatrix
the tearing mode resembles an ideal helical kink perturbation. Its amplitude decreases
with the distance from the magnetic island. Hence the largest MHD oscillation amplitude
is expected at the islands separatrix. The radial location of the phase reversal and maxi-
mum amplitude, monitored within the range of the ECE diagnostic provides information
on the location of the q = 2 surface and the island width as shown in figure 1. The radial
resolution is ~ lcm.

Although the discharge is already in the current flat-top phase the q = 2 surface is still
moving radially outwards. This can be explained by the increasing central temperature and
density causing a peaking of the current profile. In other identical discharges, exhibiting
MHD activity, the m/n = 1/1 mode appears about 150ms later as the m/n = 2/1 mode
and couples immediately to the earlier mode. Before the appearance of the m/n = 1/1 the
central q value is apparently larger than unity. Later on due to current peaking it decreases
below unity. The time scale for the increase of radius of the q surfaces, r r^2 = 125ms,
gives an indication for order of magnitude of the current diffusion time in TEXTOR.
Shortly before the disruption the current flowing inside the q = 2 surface is about 72% of
the total plasma current.

The width of the m = 2 magnetic island, in figure 1, is first nearly constant (~ |tw =
3 — 4cm) but after t — 450ms it starts to increase rapidly. Just before the disruption it
reached its maximum value |u> = 7cm. Only the half width of the island is given because,
as we shall see later on, the shape of the island may be asymmetric. Because the small
magnetic island was located deep in the plasma detection with magnetic probes was dif-
ficult the first 200ms.

3. The Temperature Distribution over a Magnetic Island
The temperature distribution over a magnetic island, with no internal sources, will be

flattened; of course not only in radial but also in helical direction. Some ECE channels
observing regions effected by the magnetic island show therefore a 'clipping' effect as

10
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Figure 2: Time traces of the
six ECE channels monitoring the
vicinity of the HFS q = 2 region.
Only a part of the magnetic island
lies within the range of the ECE
channels. A clipping of the MHD
oscillations is clearly visible on
the outer three channels. Later on
the clipping appears on the chan-
nel at r = —23cm which shows
the separatrix moves through the
range of the ECE channels as in-
dicated schematically.

demonstrated in figure 2. The signals contain a flat part in toroidal rotation direction. In
this figure a part of the growing magnetic island is visualized. A Fourier analysis identifies
the clipping as an increase of higher harmonic in the frequency spectrum as explained in
ref. [1].

A doubled frequency with respect to the main MHD frequency has been observed
on ECE time traces monitoring near to the rational q surface. In this case the second
harmonic component of oscillation may even be larger than the first harmonic. In figure
3 the doubling of the MHD frequency is shown. This doubled frequency is caused by the
fact that the temperature distribution over the magnetic island shows a relative maximum
at the O-point with respect to the separatrix. This is also shown in a contour plot of the
temperature distribution in figure 4. Closed equi-temperature contours around the O-point
are observed. The maximum temperature was found to be about ~ 25 — 50eV above that
of the separatrix in ohmically heated discharges. However the topology of the magnetic
island requires a lower current density inside the island than in the surrounding plasma.
An explanation of this unexpected phenomenon of heat confinement may be sought in
degraded transport properties inside the magnetic island.

Figure 3: ECE channel monitoring
outside the magnetic island (top)
and another ECE channel which is
for a part of time monitoring the
inside of the magnetic island. The
top trace shows a harmonic oscilla-
tion. The bottom trace shows a dou-
bled frequency because the temper-
ature increases from the separatrix
to the centre of the magnetic island.
Certain times the separatrix (S), X-
and O-point pass the toroidal posi-
tion of the ECE diagnostic have been
indicated for one oscillation period.

400

3600 3602 3604 3606
Time(ms)

3608 3610
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As shown in figure 4 the observed magnetic island is asymmetric. The island is larger at
the inside of the rational q surface, i.e. in the direction of the magnetic axis, compared to
the outer part.

4. Conclusions
In this paper only temperature distributions over large m/n = 2/1 magnetic islands have
been shown. Although the radial resolution of the ECE diagnostic is sufficient to observe
flat temperature regions around the q = 1 surface of about 1 — 2cm, i.e. the critical
width for flattening the temperature is expected to be even smaller, flattening has not
been observed not withstanding the presence of the m = 1 mode. More likely is that the
m/n = 2/1 mode has coupled to an m/n = 1/1 kink mode in these MHD discharges.
A relative maximum in the temperature distribution over the magnetic island has been

1.54
360

-0.21
360.5 Time (ms) 361 361.5

Figure 4: A contour plot of a small part of the temperature profile. A small rotating
island causes a perturbation of the profile. The O-point is hotter than the separatrix of the
magnetic island. The q = 2 surface is indicated by the dashed line and the shaded region
gives an impression of the magnetic island shape. The contour lines are separated byheV.

found near the centre of the magnetic island. This may be interpreted as an improvement
of confinement due to the closed flux surfaces around the O-point. ECE radiometry with
a good radial resolution proved to be a useful diagnostic to reveal information on the
properties of large magnetic islands.
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Introduction
The Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project RTP (/to= 0.72 m, a= 0.164 m, Rr < 2.35 T, Ip < 150 kA) is
dedicated to the study of transport processes in tokamaks. As one research line, (simultaneous)
perturbations of the electron temperature (Te), electron density (ne), and current density (j)
are used to probe the transport matrix.
In order to measure the j profile, the 19-channel heterodyne interferometer has been extended
with a polarimeter. In this paper, first measurements of evolving j profiles as determined by
the polarimeter are presented. The j profile has been perturbed by means of pellet injection
and ramps of the plasma current (Jp). The perturbation and subsequent relaxation has been
measured, both in ohmic discharges and during Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH).

Polarimeter
The interferometer/polarimeter consists of three Far Infrared (FIR) lasers pumped by a single
CCVlaser. The system is described in detail in [1]. The main feature is that both the interfer-
ometer signal (phase shift <p) and the Faraday rotation angle (a) are measured with a single
detector per channel. This is accomplished by using two counter-rotating circularly polarized
probing beams, which represent the two characteristic propagation modes in the plasma and
hence experience slightly different refractive indices (Faraday effect). The third laser gives the
reference beam. A slight frequency difference between the three lasers leads to three frequency
separated beat signals, thus enabling separate phase measurements on each of them. Two of
these signals are due to mixing of the local oscillator beam with either of the probing beams.
The averaged phase change of these beams corresponds to <p, whereas the difference yields a.
The phase change of the third beat signal, the mixing of the two probing beams, gives a di-
rectly.
The polarimeter data is filtered to a temporal resolution of 1 ms and a measurement error of
0.3 degrees, which in large part is due to as yet unsolved systematic errors. Figure 1 shows
typical time traces of a and <p for one channel.

Data analysis
First the ne profile is determined by Abel inversion of the interferometer data [2].
Since the central safety factor (go) is a parameter that immediately reflects a global change in
the j profile, we concentrated on the determination of go- As it is hard to get a reliable direct
reconstruction of j , some parametrization of j is needed. For this purpose, the following model
has been used [3]:

( ) (1)

where p is the normalized radius and qa is the edge safety factor, determined by global plasma
parameters, go is the free parameter to be fitted. This model has been proven to satisfactorily
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describe the Te and ne profiles of Ohmic R I P plasmas [4].
Since 90 is almost completely determined by the five inner channels, only these were used in the
fits. Each fit was evaluated by a reduced x2 test; fitted q0 outside the 95% confidence interval
(at the given error bars) were rejected.

Current ramps
Data of 11 high density, low qa discharges have been analysed. In these discharges Ip was
ramped from 90 (qa ~ 4.4) to 120 kA (qa = 3.3) or vice versa in a time rromp of 15-30 ms. In
six shots central ECH was applied during the ramp phase.
In case of a current ramp, which is a perturbation from outside the plasma, qa is changed
rapidly, while the g-profile relaxes to a new equilibrium in the magnetic diffusion time, for RTP
typically 20 ms in Ohmic discharges and a factor of 2-5 longer in EC heated discharges.
Fig. 2 shows the result of the go-fit for a EC heated discharge (heating pulse from 100 to 275
ms), in which Ip was ramped down between 170 and 185 ms; x2 is plotted as well, showing that
Eq. 1 yields good quality fits in this case. Some increase of 90 is observed, from an average
level of ~ 0.9 before the ramp, till ~ 1.0 after relaxation to the lower Ip. This small increase
of qo is confirmed by the modest decrease of the inversion radius (rtntf), as observed by ECE.
However, the absolute value of the inferred qo is slightly too high; it should stay below 1.0
since sawteeth do not disappear at the lower Ip level. Due to the spatial resolution of the ECE
channels (~ 1.5 cm), r jn c is not determined very precisely from the ECE data. Alternatively,
one could use the assumption qa • rinv — a [4], which yields qo = 0.76 and 0.81 at the high and
low Ip level, respectively; it predicts the change of q0, but again the measured values are too
high.

Pellet d is turbed plasmas
Hydrogen pellets of two sizes can be injected into RTP. A small pellet contains 0.5 • 1019 atoms,
which nearly equals half the number of ions in a typical target plasma with ne(0) ~ 6.5-1019rn~3:
a large pellet is 4 times larger. In total 16 discharges (qa = 3.3) with pellet injection were anal-
ysed among which 11 with small pellets and five with large pellets. In half of the discharges
ECH was switched on 8 ms after pellet injection, in order to reheat the plasma quickly and
thus delay the relaxation of the perturbed j profile.
The expected effect of an injected pellet on j depends on its penetration depth. A pellet which
does not reach rinv causes Te to drop only in the outer part of the plasma. On the other hand.
a pellet penetrating beyond rinv, flattens Te to a uniform low value of typically 100-200 eV in
RTP [5]. Hence, the effect on j is expected to be peaking in the first case and flattening in the
second case.
For small pellets the penetration depth varied between 5 and 7 cm. In these cases, no effect
on the polarimeter data could be seen exceeding the error bars. Simulations indicate indeed a
minor change of j(0) of a few % only.
Large pellets have a completely different effect: they do penetrate to the centre and cool the
whole plasma dramatically. Fig. 3 shows the fitted go together with x2 f° r a discharge with a
pellet entering at t = 167 ms and ECH starting at 175 ms. A marked increase of g0 is observed,
with a maximum at ~ 20 ms after the pellet ablated.
During ~ 15 ms no reliable fits could be obtained. In this time interval sharp density gradients
strongly increase the refraction of the laser beam, thus causing a drop of the signal level by ~
50 %, and hence a reduced S/N ratio. This partially explains the increased x2- The very large
values of x2 in the first few ms after pellet injection, however, indicate that Eq. 1 does not
describe the strongly perturbed j profile well in this transient phase.
The fit has been compared with the evolution of go predicted by a numerical simulation of the
magnetic diffusion (full line in Fig. 3). In this simulation profiles of Te measured with Thomson
scattering at various time slices after pellet ablation have been used as input, assuming Spitzer
resistivity and Zeg = 2. It can be concluded, that the measured rise of go is well in agreement
with the prediction. However, the observed time scale of the perturbation is clearly slower than
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predicted, whilst the return to the standard ohmic j profile goes faster than predicted,
explanation for this has been identified yet.

No

Conclusions
First measurements of evolving j profiles in RTP have been reported. The effect of a current
ramp on q$ is observed to be small, in agreement with the behaviour ofrinv. Large pellets cause
a strong flattening of j ; an increase of qo by a factor of 2 has been observed.
Generally, the inferred value of q0 seems to be slightly too high; the cause of this is under
investigation. The used parametrization of j fails for heavily perturbed j profiles, as are seen
shortly after pellet ablation; a more suitable parametrization for such cases is sought for.
A systematic study of the effect of ECH on the relaxation of j is subject of future study. The
availability of measurements of the j profile opens the way to analysis of simultaneous pertur-
bations of Te, ne and j .
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Abstract
In the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP) steady-state hollow electron temperature (Te)
profiles have been sustained with strong off-axis electron cyclotron heating (ECH). The
hollow Te profile leads to a hollow current density profile. In the transition to the hollow
profiles a bifurcation in confinement is observed. Discharges in the good confinement
branch often exhibit strong MHD activity. Sawtooth-like oscillations of T« at half radius
are observed with a typical period of 1 ms. The amplitude of these oscillations is modu-
lated by a more global sawtooth oscillation with a period of 10 ms. These oscillations are
understood in terms of the double-tearing mode at the q=3 and q=4 surfaces, respectively.

1. Introduction
Tokamak plasmas with reversed magnetic shear have gained the interest of the fusion
community in view of their good confinement [1, 2] In RTP ( Ro = 0.72 m, a = 0.164 m,
B* < 2.4 T, Ip < 150 kA), hollow Te profiles can be made reproducibly by off-axis ECH
in high density (ne(0) > 5 x 1019m"3) discharges [3]. Power from a 110 GHz gyrotron
is injected in the horizontal mid plane, from the low field side. In these experiments the
deposition radius (r<iep) was chosen around 0.5a. The absorbed power is 350 kW, which
is 5 times the Ohmic input power P». The steady state hollow Te profile leads to a
hollow current profile and reversed shear. Within the region of reversed shear the ef-
fective electron heat diffusivity is very small. Preliminary experiments indicate that the
low net heat flux is the result of a balance between the inward flux driven by VTe, and
an outward flux driven by other gradients. In this paper we discuss the transition from
peaked to hollow Te-profiles, and present an analysis of MHD activity that is associated
with the double-valued q-profile. Measurements have been carried out with a 19-channel
interferometer-polarimeter, a 20-channel radiometer, a bolometer and a 118-point single
shot Thomson scattering system.

2. Results
Fig. 1 shows a series of Thomson scattering Te-profiles. At t = 150 ms EGH is switched
on. First a rapid increase of Te(r > 0.5 a) is observed. As a consequence, the current
diffuses outwards. The central current density decreases, and with it, the Ohmic power
density in the centre of the plasma. For sufficiently high n«, the electron-ion energy ex-
change can now beat the Ohmic input, leading to a hollow Te profile. Typically after
50 ms a new equilibrium is reached. Interestingly, this new equilibrium can be in one of
two classes with distinctly different confinement.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of Te(0) for 6 near identical discharges Although the
discharges all start from nearly the same state, they develop into two branches. The
subtlety of the bifurcation is exemplified by one discharge, which hesitates and then
crosses over from the low branch to the high branch.
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Figure 1: Evolution of T,(r) measured
with Thomson scattering. Shown are pro-
files measured at t= 149 ms (dotted),
t=155 ms (dash-dotted), and t=190 ms
(full) respectively. The bars indicate the
EC deposition
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Figure 2: The evolution o/Te(0) in 6 dis-
charges showing the bifurcation of confine-
ment. The subtlety of the bifurcation is
exemplified by one discharge that crosses
from the low branch to the high branch.

Discharges with hollow Te profiles sometimes show vigorous MHD activity. However,
this is only observed in discharges in the high confinement branch. It appears that two
reconnection processes occur simultaneously, one acting as an envelope of the other. Fig.
3 shows the Te(t) of two discharges. For one of them Te(0) shows sudden increases (at
t = 191, ,201, ,213, ,224 and 253 ms) followed by slow relaxations. The increase is 'fast',
occurring typically within 400 fxs whereas the decrease is a process of 10 ms. Fig. 5 shows
the Te profiles just before and just after the crash. The increase of Te(0) coincides with
a decrease of Te at r^p. The crash flattens the Te profile over the whole central part of
the plasma. After the crash, Te(rdep) increases until the next crash occurs, forming sharp
off-axis maxima ('rabbit ears') on the Te-profile.

Fig. 4 shows 2 ECE channels corresponding to r = 22 and 69 mm, respectively. While
the central channel shows only the 10 ms reconnection sequence discussed above, the
off-axis channel shows an extra oscillation with a period of lms. This fast oscillation
starts with a large amplitude and spreads out over about 6 cm, and gradually decreases
in amplitude while contracting to about 2 cm. Note that the 1 ms oscillation is modulated
by the 10 ms oscillation. Fig. 6 shows Te profiles just before and just after the crash of
the fast oscillation, showing that this MHD event affects only a small part of the plasma
around rdep, chopping off the rabbit ears.

Finally, in one discharge it is observed that the frequency of the fast oscillation sud-
denly doubles.

3. Interpretation and discussion
In reversed shear profiles, double tearing modes [4] can develop at rational values of the
q = ^ in which m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode number, respectively. These
double tearing modes can short-circuit the plasma between the two radii with identical
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rdep shows a fast oscillation which is mod-
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Figure 5: Te profiles just before and after
a crash of the slow oscillation. This crash
affects the entire plasma column .
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Figure 6: Te profiles just before and just
after a crash of the fast oscillation. This
crash affects only a small part of the
plasma.

rational q on either side of the off-axis minimum in the q-profile. This diminishes all gra-
dients in Te and ne and redistributes the current density convectively. Frequency analysis
of the precursor proves the toroidal mode number n to be 1. In fig. 7 qc(r) just before
the big crash and right after a minor crash is shown. Exactly at rdep a pronounced min-
imum formed, that touches q = 3. The q-profile has been derived from Thomson Te(r).
The high collisionality and the negligible bootstrap current imply that Spitzer resistivity
a <x Te(r)3/2 can be applied. There are two possible rational values of q: q = 3 and q = 4.
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Figure 7: Safety-factor just before the big crash. Note that at
q = 3.

the profiles touches

We interpret the fast crash as a double tearing mode involving the q=3 surfaces alone,
while the slow crash as a double double tearing mode involving both the q=4 and q=3
surfaces. During the fast crash, only a small part of the plasma column is short-circuited.
During the sequence of fast crashes the central q-value gradually increases. This process
leads to a q-profile in which there are q=3 and q=4 surfaces located, on either side of a
region of almost zero shear, with q just below 3. This is the q-profile that is measured
just before a big crash. After the big crash the central q is below 4 and the cycle starts
again.

The bifurcation in confinement is mainly caused by a different heat conductivity in
the region outside rdep. The only macroscopic plasma parameter correlating with the two
regimes that we have been able to identify is rdep: in the discharges with good confine-
ment the deposition is about 1 cm further out. It is at present not clear why such a clear
distinction between two different modes of confinement should occur.
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1. Introduction
The 2D nonlinear evolution of electrostatic drift modes with potential 0 in a shearless
plasma with a density gradient is given by the Hasegawa-Mima (HM) equation (or
Charney equation),

where vm is the drift velocity associated with n(x). Time is normalized to Q^1 and
length to the ion gyroradius (at the electron temperature), and the Poisson bracket
[f,g] = (df/dx)(dg/dy) - (df/dy)(dg/dx) is used to write the convection with the
E x J3-drift as [<f>, •]. Equation (1) reflects the conservation of generalized, potential
vorticity Jj = $ — V2d + v,x. Dipole solutions of HM have been obtained by Larichev
and Reznik [1], and a large number of analytical and numerical studies of these dipoles.
their stability and interaction, have been carried out (for a review see [2]). The dipole
solutions are restricted to the range of propagation velocities uy < —i\, or uy > 0.
i.e. outside the range of phase velocities for linear waves.

We present a study of Larichev-Reznik dipoles by means of a Particle In Cell (PIC)
code. As written in Eq. (1), HM is ideally suited for such an approach (cf. [3.4]). Xot
only is the conservation of vorticity trivial, also energy and generalized 'enstrophy" are
found to be conserved well. Moreover, the particles conveniently provide fluid tracers,
that contain a wealth of information for the interpretation of the dipole dynamics.

In the code, the particles represent finite fluid elements. Each particle is assigned
an amount of generalized vorticity Q consistent with given initial conditions. Each time
step consists of the following procedures: a) assignment of generalized vorticity from
particles to grid (Triangular Shaped Cloud algorithm [4]); b) solution of the potential,
playing the role of streamfunction, on the grid according to <j> — V20 = u> — i\x; c)
the velocities then are calculated on the grid and interpolated (bilinear) to the particle
positions; d) the particles are moved in time in accordance with this velocity. The
equations are solved on a rectangular domain with periodic boundary conditions for 6.

Initial conditions are taken from the analytical dipole solutions [1] or a superposition
of these. Though these are not exact solutions on a periodic domain, consequent errors
are found to be small, as the dipole fields decay exponentially at large distances. In our
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first examples the dipole is perturbed by a finite tilt of its initial direction of propagation,
resulting in a stable or unstable oscillation of the dipole trajectory depending on its
initial direction of propagation [5-7], A second set of simulations has been performed
for a dipole collision similar to Ref. [5]. Depending on the impact parameter, huge
differences in dipole dynamics are observed.

2. Tilt (In)stability

Two cases are presented of dipoles for which the initial direction of propagation is tilted
by 45° w.r.t. the j/-axis. In both cases the background drift velocity is v+ = 0.4 and the
dipole radius is r0 = 0.5. The initial velocities are u = .5 and u = —2. (in geophysical
terms these correspond to an eastward and a westward propagating dipole, respectively).
The calculated orbits of the 'centres of vorticity' of the dipole halves are presented in
Figs. 1 and 2. The eastward moving dipole travels along a stable, oscillating trajectory.
From the expressions in [6] the period and amplitude are expected to be T — 23 and
Ax = 1.4, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the period and amplitude as
presented in Fig. 1 (c.f. [7]). However, the oscillation is strongly damped.

The trajectory of the westward moving dipole instead is unstable (i.e. the tilt
initially increases). Assuming no loss of vorticity from the dipole, it is expected to
perform a cycloidal orbit with a net eastward motion or a figure eight. As is seen in
Fig. 2, this is indeed the case initially, but even before half a cycle is performed, the
dipole reverses its average motion eastward, moving along a stable, damped trajectory.
Similar results are found for much smaller initial tilts as well. In summary, the tilt
instability divides the dipoles into a stable u > 0 and a unstable branch u < — tv the
net result of the instability being an approach towards the stable branch.

Further analysis of the particles initially inside one of the dipole halves, shows
significant loss of particles (and hence generalized vorticity) from the dipole as it is
displaced in x. This loss of particles is a consequence of the breathing of the separatrices
of the co-moving streamfunction as the vorticity in each of the dipole halves changes
due to the displacement in x [8]. A difference in the loss from both dipole halves is
responsible for the reversal of the motion in the tilt unstable case. Similarly the loss is
responsible for the damping of the oscillation of the stable dipole.

3. Dipole Collisions

Next we analyze the dynamics of a dipole collision for the same parameters as in [5]:
drift velocity y_ = 0.1, dipole radii r0 = 0.5, velocities ux = .3 and u2 = —.5, initial
positions xl2 = 0., yl2 = ^1-5. The trajectories of the 'centres of vorticity' for each
dipole half are given in Fig. 3. At the collision the original dipoles split. The halves of
the different dipoles then form unbalanced dipoles, that travel along symmetric, near
circular orbits. In the process, the weaker dipole halves are pulled around the stronger
halves. After a half circle, a second collision occurs in which the original dipoles reform.
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iff $f$
As noted in Ref. [5] this collision is soliton-like: the original dipoles appear to survive
almost intact. But not entirely so. A detailed analysis of the present results obtained
by following the particles initially inside each of the dipole halves, reveals a significant
loss of particles from both dipoles: 25% from the weaker dipole 1 and still 14% from
dipole 2. However, the lost particles accounted for only 4.2% and 1.2%, respectively, of
the generalized vorticities in each dipole half. Apart from this detrainment and loss of
vorticity, the centres of the weaker dipole have slightly separated. Both effects result in
a slowing down of the weaker dipole 1 by 13%. Dipole 2 has slowed down by just 2.2%.

The same collision has been studied with a finite difference code. With the imple-
mentation of the Arakawa scheme [9], 'enstrophy' and energy are well conserved and
the results are quite similar. A comparison is made of the behaviour of the conserved
quantities and diffusion effects in the two numerical analyses.

Such soliton like behaviour is typical only of the special symmetric case of aligned
dipoles: impact parameter b = \Ax/ro\ = 0, where Ax is the distance between the
axes of the dipoles. Different values of the impact parameter result in widely different
dynamics. We find subsequently:
6 = 0.: soliton-like; 6 = .2: almost soliton like, but the asymmetric initial conditions are
reflected by the asymmetries in the reforming collision that leave the reformed dipole 2
subject to the tilt instability; b = .4: due to increased asymmetry the impact parameter
of the second, reforming collision is increased even further, and only the stronger dipole
reforms, but not without a large loss of vorticity from the colliding dipole half. Of the
weaker dipole, one half is almost completely torn apart; b = .6: reforming no longer
occurs in the second collision, instead, while one dipole formed in the first collision
survives, one half of the stronger dipole survives as a monopole and one half of the
weaker dipole is destroyed; b = .8: the dipoles no longer split at the first collision, but
rather slip along each other, such that one half of the weaker dipole is almost destroyed,
and the stronger dipole is strongly perturbed to obtain a large tilt; 6 = 1 . : the dipoles
again slip along each other, but both survive the collision now with a significant tilt.
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Propagation of a Wave Beam through Cyclotron Resonance

E. Westerhof
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1. Introduction
Wave propagation in regions of resonant absorption is a long standing problem [1], and
waves at cyclotron (harmonic) resonance are no exception. The applicability near reso-
nance of standard dielectric expressions for wave energy density and flux is questionable,
and directly related to this is the problem of ray-tracing in dissipative media. After all.
rays are supposed to represent trajectories of wave energy. Although methods have
been proposed for ray-tracing in dissipative media (see e.g. [2]), their applicability to
cyclotron resonance remains to be proven.

2. O-mode Quasi-Perpendicular Propagation
The problems for the O-mode in case of propagation close to perpendicular with respect
to the equilibrium magnetic field is well illustrated by the (weakly relativist ic) quasi-
perpendicular approximation of the O-mode dispersion relation

= 0 (1)

valid for |JV||| < vt/c <C 1. All symbols have their usual meaning, vt = y/kTe/me. and

Pq(z\ .V||) denotes the so-called Shkarofsky function of half-integer index q and argument

z — (c2/t'()
2(l — u>c/u) [3,4]. The corresponding dielectric wave energy fluxes are [5]

_
An

Note the convention used in this paper of a prime denoting the real part. Both contain
a 'sloshing' contribution due to the resonant term in the dispersion relation. Especially,
the parallel sloshing flux can be large, of order (C2/V?)N\\(U)*/UJ%), and has an oscillatory
behaviour near the resonance. The question remains whether the dielectric energy fluxes
provide a good description of a wave trajectory.

Also ray-tracing according to the method of Friedland and Bernstein [2] is not
without problems. They propose to use, instead of the full complex dispersion relation,
the approximate dispersion relation with real roots

*„ = (dDD'/du;) = 0 (3)
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where D* is the complex conjugate of the exact dispersion relation. When one applies

this approximation to the dispersion relation (1), a bi-quadratic equation for N± is

obtained, where one of the roots approximates the O-mode dispersion. However, when

(wp/u;) > 3ut/c, the approximation can be shown to become very poor close to the
resonance. This is a consequence of the derivative of the resonant terms in the dispersion
relation. Approximation (3) appears to be useful only in a restricted parameter range.

3. Propagation in a Plane Slab: a numerical approach
The question of the trajectory of a wave beam near cyclotron resonance thus remains
open. To simplify the problem, we consider wave propagation in a plasma slab, which is
inhomogeneous only in the ^-direction and in which the magnetic field is directed along
z varying as B(x) = S(0)/(l + x/R). A beam with frequency u is injected from the
low field side at x ~ a with ku -spectrum:

E(kt) oc exp(-(*B - *0)7((A*)2 + 2/(1 - kZ)HT1)) (4)

where A:o = sin# gives the initial direction of propagation, Ak determines the Gaussian
half width of the initial beam power profile as Az = y/2/Ak», and It is the curvature of
the initial phase front (negative for a focussed beam). Since the equilibrium is indepen-
dent of z, A;|| is a conserved quantity. Thus, using the WKB approximation the beam
profile at any x is obtained straightforwardly as

. s) x I dkH E(k») exp(-iajt + ikl{z + f k±dx)£"(x. s) x I dkH E(k») exp(-iajt + ikl{z + f k±dx) (5)

where the complex k± is to be determined from the local dispersion relation [6]. An
approximate evaluation of the beam trajectory (analogous to the derivation of the group
velocity) results in an equation for 'group trajectory" of the beam maximum ~maxU)

(dz^/dx) ac-{dkrjdktf. (6)

The validity of this result, has been studied by numerical calculations on the basis of
Eq.s (4) and (5). The results of such a calculation are presented in Fig.s 1 to 3. The
parameters are Te = 1 keV, Up/u2 = 0.7, and injection direction of 2.3°, such that
iV|l fa vt/c. The spectral width is varied from Ak — .0175, .035, to .07, corresponding
to beam divergences of 1°, 2°, and 4°, respectively. Results as presented in Fig.s 1 to 3
are independent of the particular choice for a and R. In the following, distances will be
normalized to c/u = X/2n.

Figure 1 gives the O-mode solution for the real part of k± from the (exact) weakly
relativistic dispersion relation as a function of ku and x (here represented in terms of
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u/ue)' The structure of the surface traced out by k'± as a function of N^ and u>/uc

together with Eq. (6) explains the behaviour of the beam trajectory as depicted in
Fig. 2. However, the full warm plasma effects are realized only in case of the smallest
beam divergence. When the spectral width of the beam is larger, AM. > vt/c, the warm
plasma effects on the wings of the beam differ significantly from those at the beam centre,
and beam diffraction effects tend to suppress the warm plasma effects. Wave absorption
is seen to hardly affect the beam trajectory. The angle of propagation, arctan(rfc/rf.r).
of the wave beam, is given in Fig. 3 for the case of AA; = .0175. It is compared with
propagation angles according to the dielectric fluxes (from the full dispersion relation)
and to Eq. (6). Clearly, the dielectric energy fluxes do not properly approximate the
direction of propagation. In contrast, the group trajectory (6) is consistent with the
numerical results (provided the beam divergence is sufficiently small).

A second example with a = 2102 and R = 104 for perpendicular propagation and
beam width AA; = .06 (i.e. 3.4 degrees) is shown in Fig. 4, giving contours of power
levels at each x normalized to the local maximum, in order to correct for absorption.
Just at resonance the beam experiences subsequently strong defocussing and focussing.

Most of these effects are accompanied by significant absorption. A notable excep-
tion here is the change in ray trajectory on the low field side of the resonance, where
absorption is still absent but the proximity of the resonance nevertheless affects the tra-
jectory strongly. In more general geometry, this could lead to changes in the position
of power deposition or even to beam reflection before reaching the resonance. Such an
effect was noted in Ref. [7] from ray-tracing of second harmonic X-mode in TCY.

4. Conclusion
Neither the approximate dispersion relation proposed in Ref. [2]. nor the standard

dielectric expressions for the wave energy fluxes forms a sufficient basis for the calcula-
tion of beam trajectories near cyclotron resonance. The observations presented above,
in particular, the negligible effect of absorption on the trajectory of the beam maximum,
suggests the use for ray tracing of the following dispersion relation

D = k2 - k'±
2(x, *„) - *}(*, k) = 0. (7)

where k'x
2(x) is the real part of the solution of the exact warm plasma dispersion

relation and k^(x) is the appropriate projection of the wave vector on the magnetic
field. Absorption then immediately follows from the imaginary part of kx obtained from
the exact dispersion relation. As noted above, diffraction effects may reduce the warm
plasma effects significantly, requiring extension of standard ray-tracing as in Ref. [8].

Acknowledgement This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM Association
agreement with financial support from NWO and Euratom.
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Figure 2. Beam trajectory. Parameters
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Ak = .0175, dashed Ak = .035, dotted
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Te = 1 keV, ul/u2 = 0.7, Ak = .06.
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Introduction
On RTP we have the possibility to measure temperature, density and pressure profiles with high
spatial accuracy using our Thomson scattering (TS) setup. This gives unique opportunities to gain
more insight on the process of pellet ablation and the reaction of the plasma to pellet injection.

In this paper we concentrate on one outstanding problem: precooling. The process of pellet ab-
lation is often assumed to be adiabatic (the kinetic energy content of the plasma remains constant)
and local (the flux surfaces not crossed by the pellet trajectory remain unperturbed). Experi-
mentally violations of these assumptions are reported [2, 5, 6, 8, 10], and known as the precooling
effect, i.e. a cold front propagates radially through the plasma with a velocity larger than the pellet
speed. Several types of precooling have been reported. First a small but very fast cooling of the
plasma centre when the pellet is still at the edge. Second a very sudden large drop of temperature
in the plasmacenter when the pellet reaches a certain position outside q=l. Third a cooling front
moving faster than the pellet after it has crossed the q=l surface. We try to determine wich type
of precooling occurs in RTP using various diagnostics like the ECE radiometer and TS.

If ECE observations are used, one has to be very careful in interpreting the signals as temper-
atures, since other effects, like refraction, could play an important role. This is investigated by
a comparison of ECE profiles with high temporal resolution (2 /is), as measured by an antenna
viewing from the low field side (LFS) and one viewing from the high field side (HFS), and TS
profiles with high spatial resolution (1% of the plasma minor radius). It is shown that in these
experiments an apparent precooling phenomenon is caused by a small region in the plasma in
which the EC-cut-off density is exceeded (i.e. u>+ > 2wce). Furthermore that for small pellets a
precooling of the second kind, i.e. a sudden drop of the temperature in the plasma center, as seen
in ref. [5], at least outside the q=l surface, does not occur. For large pellets TS profiles show
precooling only when the pellet is inside the q=l surface [3].

Experimental setup
The measurements in RTP have been done under the conditions: Ro = 0.72 m, a = 0.164 m,
Jpj = 80 - 120 kA, BT = 1.5 - 2.2 T, central density ne = 1.5 - 5.0 x 1019m"3, central temperature
Te = 0.6 - 0.9 keV, edge safety factor qa = 3.6 - 7.3, H2 plasmas and boronized vessel. The pellet
injector was built by the Ris0 National Laboratory [9]. The pellet velocity and time of arrival are
measured with two optical detectors when the pellet is in free flight. The pellet mass is measured
using a microwave resonance cavity. The emitted Ha radiation is measured with a photomultiplier,
and used to estimate the ablation rate. Earlier results of experiments with this equipment have
been reported in [3] and [7]. For this investigation H2 pellets with a particle content of 0.5 x 1019

atoms, which is comparable to the particle content of the plasma, and vp « 1000 m/s have been
used. The pellets have been injected in the stationary phase of an ohmic discharge and the effects
were observed with the following diagnostics: a TS setup, which yields Te, ne, and pe at 118
points along a vertical chord through the plasma center, with a spatial resolution of 1.7-2.5 mm
at one point in time [1]. The laser of the TS system can be fired during the ablation process on a
pre-programmed position of the pellet. In this way the reaction of the plasma to the pellet can be
scanned. The radiation temperature (Te,rad) of the plasma is measured with an ECE radiometer
(2nd harmonic X-mode, 20 channels, time resolution 2 /is, spatial resolution 7-16 mm in the radial
direction, spacing between 2 subsequent channels about 20 mm in the plasma center) [4]. The
Te,rad profile is measured along a horizontal chord either from the LFS or the HFS of the plasma.
The density profile is measured with an interferometer viewing vertically through the plasma along
19 chords (time resolution 16 fis). The toroidal angle between the pellet injector and the ECE-
radiometer (LFS and HFS), the TS setup and the interferometer is 30°, 60°, and 120°, respectively,
all in the electron drift direction.
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Measurements
The Te,rad profiles observed from the LFS with the radiometer are plotted in Fig. la. The instants
at which the pellet is at the limiter radius and the magnetic axis are indicated by arrows and
vertical dashed lines. The projection of the pellet trajectory on the flux surfaces is indicated by
the diagonal dashed lines. The pellet penetrated 14 cm into the plasma, thus up to r = 2.4 cm.
A sudden drop in this signal is seen when the pellet is halfway the plasma at r«9 cm. After that,
the plasma seems to be very cold for a while (less than 50 eV), except for 2 channels on the HFS.
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Figure la: T , i f a j measured by the ECE radiometer observed from the LFS . (plasma parameters: Ipi = 77 kA.
BT = 2.2 T, Te,o = 0.9 keV, ne,0 = 2.4 x 10 1 9 m" 3 , qa = 5.4) The arrows indicate when the pellet passes the
limiter radius and the magnetic axis (ignoring its lifetime). The projection of the pellet trajectory is indicated by
the oblique dashed lines. The time is set to zero when the pellet passes the limiter.
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Figure lb: As Figure la for a similar discharge, but now the plasma is observed from the HFS.

Te,rad profiles as observed from the HFS for similar pellet and plasma parameters are plotted
in Fig.lb. In this case the sudden drop in the signal when the pellet is halfway the plasma is not
seen. There could be a precooling effect inside the q=l surface (between -3 and 3 cm) but the
ECE measurements do not resolve this because of the limited spatial resolution.

During the short interval (< 400/xs) of the ablation itself, a series of TS profiles under similar
conditions was measured. An example of these profiles is plotted in Fig.2. Here the horizontal
bars indicate the flux surfaces crossed by the pellet. When these profiles for a series of successive
pellet positions in the plasma are plotted as a function of time, Fig.3 is obtained. The diamonds
indicate the positions where a Thomson profile was taken.

Interpretation
On first sight the sudden drop in Te,rad in Fig. la cannot be accounted for by too high a density
cutting off the ECE-signals because the maximum increase in density as seen on the TS profiles or
on the interferometer profiles is not large enough. However, if these Te,rad profiles are compared
with Te>rad profiles measured from the HFS in Fig.lb, it is clear that Te,rad only drops for those
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Figure 3: Pseudo-2D plot of the temperature profiles measured with Thomson scattering in a series of identical
discharges. The diamonds indicate the time at wich the profiles were taken. Plotted in between are values obtained
from a linear fit.

flux surfaces that have been crossed by the pellet trajectory. The TS temperature scan (Fig.3)
confirms the Te>rad profiles as measured by the HFS ECE during the ablation. The irregularities
inside q=l in Fig.3 are most probably caused by the not quite reproducible plasma and pellet
parameters from shot to shot, which makes it difficult to conclude something about precooling.

The first 200 /zs after the end of the ablation the central temperature is of the order of 200
eV according to the TS measurement, which is in contradiction with the LFS ECE measurements.
For the LFS measurement most channels are affected by cut-off. For the HFS-ECE measurement
the channels between -0.05 and -0.15 m seem to give the right temperature, indicating that the
density perturbations affect mainly the LFS of the measured chord.

The density perturbation at the position of the radiometer antennae is estimated to explain this
cut-off. It is assumed that the ablatant travels along the magnetic field lines, that the ablation cloud
has a poloidal extension in the order of 1 cm, and that the ablatant is uniformly distributed over the
flux-tube between the pellet trajectory and a shock front. Furthermore the Ha signal is assumed
to be proportional to the ablation rate. For a small pellet with 0.5 x 10" atoms, the maximum
electron density perturbation at the poloidal cross-section of the radiometer is « 2 x 1021m~3 when
the ablatant passes this cross-section for the first time. After the ablatant has travelled around the
torus once, the material is spread over a roughly 10 times larger volume, so the second time the
perturbation passes the poloidal cross-section of the radiometer it has a density of w 2 x 102Om~3.
This density is large enough for all channels of the radiometer to go in cut-off. This effect is shown
in Fig.4. Shown in Fig. 4a are 2 measured profiles and 1 artificial density profile with a high peak
at the edge, which are used to calculate the cut-off frequencies shown in Fig. 4b. The dashed line
indicates 2u>ce(r) which determines the position of the Te,rad measurement.

If the geometry is such that the ablatant passes the viewing line of the radiometer antenna
within 1 or 2 toroidal turns (which is the case in our tokamak for the LFS antenna, but not for the
HFS antenna), then cut-off can be expected. However, it should be noted that when larger pellets
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Figure 4: Calculated cut-off frequencies (b) for density perturbations as measured with TS (a), compared to the
expected cut-off due to a local peaking of the density.

are used the cut-off effect can cause problems after much more than a few toroidal rotations, so
the geometry should always carefully be considered.

Due to the geometry in the RTP setup it is impossible in the case of relatively small pellets to
see the high density peak at the outer part of the plasma with the TS setup, since it takes several
toroidal rotations of the ablatant to get into the viewing line of TS.

The reason that these short density perturbations are usually not seen on interferometer profiles
is twofold:
- these measurements are in most tokamaks often taken relatively long after pellet injection (300 -
400/xs), which gives the local perturbation time to spread over the whole flux-surface;
- interferometers measure line-integrated densities. For RTP a very localised perturbation, for
example a peak of « 1 x 103Om~3 with a width of only 1 cm, on a profile with central density of
« 5 x 1018m~3 would give a change in the interferometer signal of no more than 5 % .

If we accept the HFS measurement as shown in Fig.lb to be true temperatures we can say that
strong precooling at least outside the q=l surface does not occur. Due to the noise in these signals
we can not draw conclusions on a small precooling in the center when the pellet is still in the outer
regions of the plasma.

ECE measurements for larger pellets ( « 2 x 1019 atoms) give the same results, except that the
cut-off at the LFS antenna occurs even earlier (when the pellet has only penetrated 2 to 3 cm).
Some TS profiles for larger pellets are available, and these show precooling when the pellet is inside
the q=l surface [3]. A systematic scan of the ablation process for these pellets with the TS setup
will be the subject of future studies.
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Abstract
The stability of the KT-2 tokamak plasma has been analyzed in the frame-

work of ideal and resistive linearized magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). KT-2 is
a Korean tokamak project which involves a large aspect-ratio divertor tokamak
with up-down symmetric plasma cross-section [1]. Three numerical codes have
been used for this purpose, viz. CASTOR [2] for the study of kink modes and
infernal modes, HBT [3] for the ballooning stability analysis and the calcula-
tion of equilibria, and HELENA [4] as an interface between HBT and CAS-
TOR. First, equilibria with monotonic ^-profiles are investigated. Starting
from four ballooning stable 'reference equilibria' with ever broader pressure
profiles, the effects of the shape of the poloidal plasma cross-section (ellip-
ticity and triangularity), the aspect ratio, and the total plasma current on
the ballooning and ideal and resistive external kink instabilities are studied.
Also, 'advanced tokamak scenarios' have been investigated for typical KT-2
parameters. A local profile optimization study is performed for a lower total
current, viz. Iv = 300 kA, and a magnetic field of 2 T. Next, the stability of
the marginally ballooning stable equilibria with respect to so-called 'infernal
modes' is analysed [5].

1 Monotonic q-profiles
Four marginally ballooning stable equilibria have been determined characterized by ever
broader pressure profiles and different current density profiles and by the parameter values:
aspect ratio e"1 = 5.6, ellipticity b/a = 1.8, triangularity r = 0.6, plasma current Ip =
500 kA, and magnetic field BQ = 3T. These are typical parameter values for the KT-2
tokamak.

The four reference equilibria are 'marginally' ballooning stable in the sense that an
increase of the pressure yields at least one ballooning unstable magnetic surface. The
effect of the ellipticity and triangularity of the poloidal cross-section of the plasma, and
of the aspect ratio and the total plasma current on the /? limits has been investigated
for these four equilibria. Fig. 1, e.g., shows the effect of the ellipticity on the normalized
plasma beta, <?jv = 100/?a[m]Bo[T] Ip[A]/fiQ, and the poloidal beta, {3P. From this plot it
is clear that gs is close to optimal for b/a = 1.8, for all four reference equilibria.

The marginal poloidal plasma beta, /?pmaz, increases monotonically with increasing
ellipticity. The optimal value for the triangularity turns out to be 0.6 for all four reference
equilibria. The aspect ratio was varied from 4.0 to 6.0. An increase of the aspect ratio
reduces the bending of the magnetic surfaces so that the plasma becomes less susceptible
to ballooning instabilities. The relative change of 0max in the aspect ratio scan was roughly
the same for the four reference equilibria, viz. about 8%. The total plasma current was
varied from 300 kA to 550 kA. The marginal plasma beta, ftmax, increases monotonically
with the plasma current. However, the marginal poloidal plasma beta, 0pmax, decreases
almost linearly with increasing plasma current.
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Figure 1: The normalized plasma beta, g^, and poloidal beta, /3P, versus the ellipticity of
the plasma cross-section for four reference equilibria with ever broader pressure profiles
(A -> D) and with e"1 = RQ/O. = 5.6, B = 3T and Ip = 500 kA. The triangularity of the
cross-section is 0.6.

The four ballooning stable 'reference equilibria' are unstable with respect to ideal
external kink modes. The calculations show that q\ oc \/Ip plays a key-role for the
growth rate of the kink instability. The reference equilibria have qx « 4.8. By lowering Ip

somewhat, we can get qx > 5. This proves to be sufficient to stabilize equilibria A and B.
The kinks of equilibria C and D, i.e. the most unstable equilibria with the highest current
gradient at the edge, are not stabilized, but their growth rate becomes lower. Figure 2
summarizes the result of the calculations. The equilibrium with the highest (3, which is
still stable for external kinks, is attained from equilibrium B with Ip = 477 kA, where
qx = 5.05, /3 = 1.9%, g = 3.03, gN = 2.41, and q0 = 1.34. The findings for the n = - 2
instability are similar to those for the n = — 1 instability.

-.02

Figure 2: The normalized growth rate (Re(A) = Re {IU/TA) with r^ the Alfven transit
time) of the n = — 1 ideal external kink as a function of qx, i.e. q at the plasma boundary,
for four 'reference equilibria' (the labels on the curves refer to the equilibrium), where qx

was varied by changing the total current Ip.

The influence of the different plasma shape parameters, i.e. triangularity, ellipticity
and the aspect ratio, has been investigated. The variation of the triangularity and the
ellipticity of the plasma cross-section offers a possibility to stabilize the external kink
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Figure 3: The normalized growth rate for equilibrium B of the n = - 1 ideal external kink
as a function of 91, where 91 was varied by changing the total current Ip. Labels X, Y,
Z indicate the value for the inverse aspect ratio, i.e. c = 0.17, c = 0.1786 and c = 0.19,
respectively.

for some of the reference equilibria, because of the impact of these parameters on qx.
The effect of total current was calculated for different values of the inverse aspect ratio.
Figure 3 compares the reference value of e = 0.1786 with e = 0.17 and t = 0.19 for
equilibrium B. It is remarkable that the external kink in this equilibrium B can not be
stabilized for e = 0.19. The 'stability window' at q\ > 6 is wider for e = 0.17. Some
analogy can be found with the calculations of the ballooning stability, where a higher
Pmax is found for c below the reference value (e = 0.1786, e"1 = 5.6).

The growth rates of the resistive external kink modes calculated are higher but very
sensitive to the value of 77. Calculations show a T)1/2 scaling with growth rates from
1.14 x 10"1 for 77 = 10~4 to 2.63 x 10~3 for 77 = 10"7. At realistic tokamak values for r;,
i.e. 10~7 — 10~8, the resistive external kink modes have growth rates of the order 10~3.

2 Advanced tokamak scenarios for KT-2
For the study of 'advanced tokamak scenarios' for KT-2 the total current is lowered to
Ip = 300 kA corresponding to B = 2 T. A local optimization procedure for the pressure
profile for a fixed average current density profile (we took a typical profile from profile
control experiments at JET, yielding an inverted (̂ -profile) yielded a marginally ballooning
stable equilibrium for the profiles displayed in Fig. 4.

Here 'optimal' means 'marginally ballooning stable'. If the marginal ballooning stable
pressure profile is increased locally, e.g. at one specific t/)-value, that magnetic surface
becomes immediately ballooning unstable. Also, when the plasma beta is increased, e.g.
by increasing the horizontal shift of the magnetic axis, all magnetic surfaces become
ballooning unstable at once. The marginally stable equilibrium obtained has a plasma
beta of 3.425% and fip — 4.086. This corresponds to quite high Troyon factors, viz.
gN = 4.540 and g = a[m]B0[T]/IP[MA] 0 = 5.705.

We have looked for infernal modes for the marginally ballooning stable equilibria
discussed above. Infernal modes require a high spatial resolution. In particular the
number of Fourier modes is typically quite high. Hence, we first did a convergence study
for the number of Fourier modes with CASTOR. The instability we found turns out to
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be an external mode. This is exemplified by shifting the wall towards the plasma surface
which results in a decrease of the growth rate of the instability.

3 Main conclusions
The stability of the KT-2 tokamak plasma has been analysed in the framework of linearized
resistive MHD. The cross-section shape parameters r = 0.6 (triangularity) and b/a =
1.8 (ellipticity) are close to optimal for this large aspect ratio tokamak (Ro/a = 5.6).
Current control offers a tool to maintain stable equilibria. For stability with respect to
external kink modes this requires that the safety factor profile, and in particular qu is
fixed before the plasma is heated. The highest value of the Troyon factor g^ obtained
in the kink stability analysis for monotonic ^-profiles is 2.79 (/? = 2.34%). A profile
optimization study for 'advanced tokamak scenarios' with inverted ^-profiles yielded a
marginal ballooning stable equilibrium with /?p = 4.230 and /? = 3.542% corresponding
to quite high Troyon factors: g^ = 4.697 and g = 5.902. For this optimal equilibrium we
found 'infernal' modes with large growth rates for r < 0.6. For r = 0.6 the growth rates
are much lower and stability windows are found in a scan of the total plasma current.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The steady state version of the CASTOR code (Complex Alfven Spectrum in TORoidal
geometry) [1] has been developed to study the stable part of the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) spectrum of toroidal plasmas. In this paper the influence of equilibrium param-
eters on the Alfven spectrum is studied. The goal of this study is to solve the inverse
problem: identification of the plasma profiles, and especially the safety factor profile,
using measurements of MHD waves. This new kind of spectroscopy has been called MHD
spectroscopy [2].

The determination of plasma parameters from measurements of the magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) spectrum has become a subject of interest because this spectrum is
sensitive to the safety factor profile. This profile is essential for determining the MHD
stability of plasmas, but it is difficult to measure accurately, especially in the center of
the plasma.

2 THE SAFETY FACTOR ON AXIS

For specific values of the central safety factor, the TAE gap closes due to the coupling
parameter (the local inverse aspect ratio e) being zero on axis. For a pressureless JET-like
equilibrium the n = — 1 continuum and gap frequency ranges are shown in figure 1 as a
function of q on axis. The general behavior is generic for plasma equilibria in toroidal
geometry. When q on axis has the value 1.5 (or more general: when q(0) = (m + l /2) /n) .
the TAE gap on axis is closed. In this case there can no longer be undamped global modes
in the TAE frequency range. The observation of TAE modes during phases where the
central safety factor profile goes through a change can thus provide a diagnostic for the
safety factor on axis.

When the central shear is sufficiently small two TAE modes can exist for each value
of the toroidal mode number. One has a frequency near the top of the gap. The other
mode has a frequency closer to the bottom of the gap. They are localized in the central
region of the plasma and are therefore called core-localized TAE's [3, 4]. As the central q
value approaches the value (m + l /2)/n, the frequencies of the two modes will coalesce.
The two modes only exist when q(0) < (m + l/2)/n. For larger values the corresponding
TAE-gap is no longer existent in the plasma. The (dis-)appearance of these core-localized
modes thus provides a good diagnostic for the central q value.

Knowledge of q(0) is important, for example, for predicting the onset of sawtooth
crashes. An accurate diagnostic can help operating a plasma close to, but on the stable
side of, sawtooth stability limits. However, this parameter is difficult to measure directly
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and it is usually not known within an error margin of 10%. The measurement of core-
localized TAE's could lead to much more accurate values of q(0) for those moments when
the TAE gap closes.

3 MULTIPLE GAE SPECTRUM

In this section we will study the spectrum of MHD waves in a high beta plasma with
reversed shear. The cross section is circular and t = 0.34. The normalized pressure
gradient dP/d^ = 1 — <#, where # is the normalized poloidal flux. The poloidal beta is
equal to 1.25. In figure 2 we show the antenna loading of this equilibrium, for n — — 1
excitation, as a function of the excitation frequency. There is a large resonance peak,
at the normalized frequency U>/U)A(0) = 0.415, belonging to a TAE that is continuum
damped because of its coupling to a continuum branch at s — 0.6. A sequence of sharp
(undamped) resonance peaks occurs starting from the frequency U/UA{0) = 0.49 upwards.
The modes are apparently clustering at a continuum branch with a maximum. The high
beta causes the Alfven and sound continua to be strongly coupled, so that it is difficult
to distinguish which is the most important component in this branch. There is one
dominant poloidal harmonic in the modes, suggesting that they are of the Global Alfven
Eigenmode (GAE) type. They are localized near, but away from, the plasma center,
where the continuum branch has a local maximum. The component in the perturbation
normal to the magnetic field is larger than the tangential component, indicating that the
discrete waves are of the Alfvenic (as opposed to slow magnetosonic) type.

GAE's are usually found to be strongly continuum damped in tokamaks because of
coupling to the Alfven continuum wave, due to toroidal effects. The multiple GAE's
found here are not necessarily continuum damped because they can appear in the TAE
gap where strong coupling between poloidal harmonics creates a frequency range free of
Alfvenic continuum modes.

4 VERY LOW SHEAR PLASMAS

In plasmas with very low shear, the existence of an enlarged spectrum of ideal TAE's has
been predicted from analytical theory [5]. It is found that for small values ofe(r)/s(r), two
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Figure 2: Antenna loading as a function of the normalized excitation
frequency for a high beta reversed shear plasma; n = — 1, TJ = 10~7.

TAE modes can exist inside a single TAE gap. One comes from the top of the toroidicity
induced gap and the other comes from the bottom of the gap. These correspond to the
two core-localized modes studied in section 2. When the parameter e(r)/s(r) is increased,
new modes appear near the top and the bottom of the TAE gap. Each new mode has
one more radial node in the amplitude of its harmonics than the previous mode.

Multiple TAE's are of special interest for tokamaks with a very tight aspect ratio.
A small aspect ratio tokamak experiment is planned at the university of Texas. This
experiment (USTX [6]) will have an inverse aspect ratio of 0.7 and might be used to
study the spectrum of multiple low shear TAE's. The minor radius of the plasma is
approximately 50 cm, the toroidal field is about 0.5 tesla. In this section we will study
a plasma relevant to the USTX experiment. The elongation is 1.7, the triangularity is
0.19, the plasma beta is 12%, the plasma self induction U is 0.57, and the plasma current
is 1.125 MA. We have chosen the current density profile to be non-monotonic to make
the safety factor profile flat in the plasma center with a high plasma beta value.

We have calculated the n = — 4 MHD spectrum, with q on axis equal to 1.05, so
that the TAE gap closest to the plasma center is the m = 4, m' = 5 gap at the flux
surface where q = 1.125. On this flux surface, the flux parameter is s = 0.45, giving a
local inverse aspect ratio of approximately 0.32. The shear parameter s is 0.12, so that
e{s)/s{s) = 2.6.

To assess the possibility of exciting multiple TAE modes with an external antenna we
have used the stationary state version of CASTOR described in Ref. [1]. Figure 3 shows
the result of the simulation of an excitation experiment for the USTX plasma modeled
here. The antenna loading curve for the frequency range close to the top of the TAE gap
has been calculated using i] — 10~6 for the plasma resistivity. The resonance peaks in the
curve indicate the existence of global modes.

All the modes are localized in the region of the (m, m') = (4,5) TAE gap. The m = 4
and m = 5 poloidal harmonics are the ones with the largest contribution to these modes.
They have opposite sign, which indicates that the modes are localized on the high field side
of the plasma. The number of nodes increases when the mode is closer to the continuum.
As with the multiple GAE modes in the previous section, the multiple TAE modes can
be used for MHD spectroscopy. The localization, frequency, and number of modes can
be used to determine local values of the density, the q profile, and the magnetic shear in
the plasma core, respectively.
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Figure 3: Antenna loading spectrum near the top of the TAE gap for
a USTX-like plasma equilibrium. The resonance peaks correspond to
the spectrum of multiple core localized TAE's.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The relation between the spectrum of MHD waves and plasma parameters has been
studied. An important result is that detecting the existence and frequency of core-lo-
calized TAE's can lead to an accurate diagnostic of the central q value. We find that core
localized modes appear with the opening of the TAE gap in the center of the plasma,
which is directly correlated with q on axis. Experimental indications from JET and TFTR
for the existence of core localized TAE's are consistent with the numerical calculations.

We have shown the existence of multiple discrete modes that are related to the safety
factor profile. A multiple spectrum of undamped Global Alfven Eigenmodes can appear
in plasmas with an inverted safety factor profile and high 8 values.

For a low aspect ratio USTX-like plasma we have calculated the multiple Toroidicity
induced Alfven Eigenmode spectrum. The spectra can be used in the context of MHD
spectroscopy since their characteristics (frequency, frequency spacing, localization, num-
ber of modes) depend on the details of the plasma equilibrium profiles. This will be
explored in future studies.
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Abstract
Differential geometry [1] is employed to investigate invariant properties of equations that
describe the motion of continuous media [2]. The geometrical concept of invariance is
introduced in terms of Lie derivatives. Analogously to finite-dimensional systems, Hamil-
tonian fluids are introduced as systems that annihilate an exact two-form. It is shown that-
ideal, charged fluids satisfy this local definition of a Hamiltonian structure. Symmetries
(Noether) and gauge transformations are briefly discussed.

Invariant fields
Physical quantities can be adequately described in terms of scalars, vectors and, in general,
in terms of tensors. A tensor field T is defined to be invariant with respect to a vector
field V if its Lie derivative vanishes,

£yT = 0. (1)

This means that the tensor remains invariant when it is dragged along the integral curves
of the field V. The general expression in a coordinate basis for the Lie derivative of an
arbitrary tensor field T is

^ ^ ^ + .... (2)

It follows that the Lie derivative of a scalar field / (a ( °) tensor) is the usual directional
derivative, £$ f = df/dt = Vxd/dxlf, where V* are the components of V and t is the
parameter along the flow lines. The Lie derivative of a vector field W (a ( \) tensor) with
respect to the vector field V is the commutator of the vector fields £yW = [V, W] =
(VidWi/dxi-WidVifdx^dfdxi. The Lie derivative of an arbitrary p-form (a (J) tensor)
can be expressed as £$G) = d(u(V)) + (du)(V), where d denotes the operation of external
differentiation and &(V) the contraction of the form w and the vector V. The Lie derivative
and the external derivative commute, £$d = d£v.
The concept (1) of invariant fields is in agreement with the well-known hydrodynamical
definitions of passively advected scalars and frozen-in vector fields. It extends this concept
of invariance from scalars and vectors to arbitrary tensor fields. Geometrical invariants
that are common to all fluid models are the velocity field V, the initial positions of
fluid elements xl

0 (Lagrangian coordinates) and the one-form dt: £VV = 0, £vx
l
0 =

0, £fdt = 0. Other important invariants of ideal fluids are the specific entropy 5 for
adiabatic flows and the density 4-form Qe = g dt A dxl A dx2 A dx3. The invariance of Cl9

is equivalent to the mass conservation law: dp/dt + pV • v = 0.
The equations of motion of invariant tensor fields (1) can be integrated. The flow field
V determines an one-parameter group gl of transformation. The elements of g* are the



transformations which transfer every point XQ into a point X, that lies on the same
integral line of the field V and is labelled by the value of the parameter t along the line.
Invariant fields behave under these transformations as under coordinate transformations,

TtM = K:(xo)A\oA^... . (3)

Here, xl
0 and xl represent Xo and X, respectively, A3^ = dxi/dxff is the transformation

matrix and A£o its inverse. Examples are the specific vorticity in Euler fluids uj/p\l
x =

w/pfadxi/dxtf, frozen-in magnetic fields in ideal MHD B/pfc = B / p^dx1 / dx$ and the
density p(x) = Jp(x0), J being the Jacobian of the transformation.
The geometrical point of view on invariance leads directly to the fundamental properties
of invariant fields. According to a general theorem, the vector fields with respect to which
some tensor field T is invariant, compose a Lie algebra [1]. This means that if the tensor
field is invariant with respect to the vector fields W and U, then the tensor is also invariant
with respect to the commutator [W, U], i.e. £^T = £ffT — 0 yields £^^T = 0.
The basic operations of differential geometry can be exploited to construct new invariant
fields [2] from a set of given invariants. The operations of interest are the contraction
of a form with a vector, the tensor product, the exterior product of forms, external
differentiation, and taking commutators of vector fields. If the objects TQ, Wp, uv (
a, 0, v — 1,2,...) are invariant, then T a <g> T^, u)Q A tip, Ta{W0y u,,,...) and duja are also
invariant. Here, the symbol <g> denotes the tensor product and A denotes the external
(wedge) product of forms. An example is the invariant f(s)Qe.

Hamiltonian structure
Hamiltonian mechanics of finite-dimensional systems can be based upon the existence of
an exact 2-form that is annihilated by the flow

(dp)(V) = 0, (4)

where V is the vector tangent to the integral lines in extended phase space. Equation (4)
is illustrated in Fig. la, which shows that the cells of the 2-form dp are oriented along
the integral curves of the vector field V. The most important consequence of Eq. (4) that
does not depend on the actual choice of the space and of p. is the conservation of dp by
the flow V,

£9dp = 0. (5)

In extended phase space (t, ql,Pi), the one-form is p = —h(t,ql,Pi)dt + Pidql, where h
is the Hamiltonian function and {qx,Pi) are canonical variables, and the velocity vector
along the flow is V = d/dt + v, v = q'xd/dql + pid/dpi- Substitution into (4) gives the
canonical equations q'% = dh/dpu Pi — —dh/dq1. Canonical systems can be equally well
described in terms of Poisson brackets.
In the literature, the Hamiltonian formalism is generalised to continuous media by intro-
ducing noncanonical Poisson bracket on a function space [3]. An alternative way which
has not been investigated, is to start directly from Eq. (4) and to consider different choices
of spaces and of one-forms p. All fluid models that satisfy Eq. (4) share the property that
the motion of separate fluid elements can be described by canonical equations [4].
Consider the motion of a continuous medium in (n + l)-dimensional extended coordinate
space (t, x1). In this space, the velocity vector is V = d/dt + xld/dxl, (i = 1 , . . . , n). We
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adopt the point of view thai; A Hamiltonian fluid is characterized by an invariant exact
2-form that is aligned with the velocity field, dp(V) = 0. The one-form p is given by

p = ~h(x\ t)dt , t)dx\ (6)

with the difference that the components Pi of the momentum are not independent variables
but functions of t and x-7. In other words, the curve p(to, xl

0) is transported to the curve
p(t,xl(t)) by canonical equations. This illustrated in Fig. lb.

dp

* • t

Fig.l (a) A 2-form can be pictured as an egg crate. Equation (4) means that the flow does
not cross the planes of the 2-form. (b) A curve pi(xj,t) in (x*,Pi) space is advanced in
time according to canonical equations.

The substitution of the velocity and of (6) into Eq. (4) gives the motion of an n-dimensional
medium. In the case of 3(+l) dimensions one obtains

vx(Vxp), (7)

where v and p are the 3D velocity and momentum, respectively. Under the choice

{e/m)<f, p = v + (e/m)A, (8)

where P(Q) is the pressure, Eq. (7) is the equation of motion of a charged, barotropic
fluid. With the more general choice

at
/ Tdt, p = v +(e/m)A-(Vs) / TdL

Jo Jo
(9)

Eq.(7) becomes the momentum balance of an adiabatic plasma fluid. Here, the tempera-
ture T, the specific entropy s , and the specific enthalpy / satisfy the general thermody-
namic relationship g'^P = VI - TVs. The integral invariant that corresponds to (9)
is the "three circulation theorem" derived by K. Elsasser [5].

Symmetries and gauge transformations
Suppose that dp is not only conserved by the flow V, but also by the field W,

Ju urdp = 0. (10)

The field W generates a symmetry of the system. According to the Poincare lemma, it
follows that Jtstfp = d\- If we contract this expression with V, we obtain

-X) = O. (11)
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Hence, the symmetry (10) generates the invariant scalar p{W) — X- This is a version of
Noethers theorem. In the case of exact symmetry (x = 0), Noethers theorem means that
the projection of the 4-momentum along the direction of the vector field that determines
the symmetry, is conserved. The invariant is identically equal to zero if (dp)(W) = 0.
The Bernoulli law for stationary flows is an example of Noethers theorem. The symmetry
is generated by the vector field W — d/dt and is exact (x = 0).

The exterior derivative of an arbitrary function can be added to the one-form p without
changing the structure of the equations of motion (4). This is equivalent to a gauge
transformation p^ = p + dn. If the function TT satisfies the relation

£9* = -p(V), (12)

then p^(V) vanishes and p^ is invariant, £yp^ = 0. For adiabatic, charged fluids, TT is
determined by

^ ^ (C/TO)A • v. (13)

In the limit e/ro —» 0, one obtains for barotropic fluids the Hollmann invariant [2].
In the zero-mass limit, p is equal to A = —<pdt + Aidx\ so that the invariance of dp is
identical to the invariance of the Faraday 2-form F = dA and F(V) = 0 gives ideal Ohms
law. The condition p^(V) = 0 gives

- y?(c) + A{c] • v = 0. (14)

In particular, the contraction of the dual *F of F with A^ and dt yields the invariant
scalar fi = *F{A^C\ dt) = A^-B/g. It follows that the gauge (12) converts the conservation
of the magnetic helicity integral into a local conservation law [6]. Another consequence is
that the general 4-form Cl^^ — f(s,n)Qg is invariant, where / is an arbitrary function
of the invariants 5 and //.
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Abstract
At RTP, a double pulse multiposition Thomson scattering diagnostic (resolution

2.5 mm) has been developed and installed. First measurements show interesting dy-
namics of small scale structures such as rotating islands and filaments and growing
temprature gradients in a sawtoothing ECH plasma.

Introduction
The research program of the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP; R/a = 0.72/0.16 m,

BT < 2.3 T, Ip < 150A:J4, qa > 2) is concentrated on transport physics1. For a typical
Ohmic plasma (100 kA) the central electron temperature (Te) is ~1 keV at a density (ne)
of 5 x 1019 ra~3. Additional heating of the plasma is performed by Electron Cyclotron
Heating (ECH) at 60 and 110 GHz.

One of the research goals is to study small-scale structures on the Te profile. These
structures have been demonstrated with a single pulse high resolution (2.5 mm in a range
o f - 1 2 5 m m < z < 175mm) multiposition Thomson scattering system2. In Ohmic high
ne plasmas, clear steps on Te and ne with a typical size of 10 mm appear near rational
q-surfaces. When central ECH is applied, high Te peaks, and steep edges show up. The
peaks, called filaments, have a width of 5-10 mm. Analysis of many shots has confirmed
the statistical significance of these structures 3. The steps in Ohmic discharges and the
steep edges in ECH plasmas are likely to affect the heat transport4 in the tokamak.
A closer study of the shape and the dynamics is required to quantify their effect on
transport. For this reason a double pulse multiposition Thomson scattering diagnostic
has been developed and installed. This diagnostic measures two Te and ne profiles with
temporal separation (At) in the range of 10-800 /zs. A schematic is shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper the first double pulse Thomson scattering measurements are presented.
Firstly, the consistency of the system is checked by measuring with At = 0/is. Next,
two examples with At = 100fj,s are given for an Ohmic and an ECH discharge.

Description of the system
A double pulsed ruby laser beam (max. 2 x 12.5 J) is injected vertically through

the centre of the plasma. Scattered light is collected by a viewing doublet, guided to
a Littrow polychromator and subsequently detected by two ICCD (Intensified Charge
Coupled Device) cameras which gate at the first, respectively the second laser pulse.
Both ICCD cameras view the same image intensifier via a beamsplitter. The optical
system has been optimised, so that the total noise of the system is fully determined by
the photon statistics at the first detection (i.e. at the GaAsP cathode of the first image
intensifier, effective quantum efficiency «s 20%). The spatial resolution of the system is
2.5 mm and its spectral resolution is 3.6 nm. Computer simulations5 of the system have
shown that the error at Te « 1 keV is of the order of 2-3% for ne % 102Om~3.
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Double pulse measurements
To demonstrate that measurements by both cameras give consistent results, Fig. 2

shows a measurement of Te and ne in which the cameras are gated at the same moment,
i.e. At = 0/j.s. It concerns an Ohmic plasma discharge with IP = 60 kA and n e (0)« 6.5 x
1019m~3. The figure shows that both measured profiles are very similar. Most striking is
the jump in both Te and ne around z= -30 mm, moreover several small scale structures
on both Te and ne can be identified in both pictures.

Fig. 3 gives an example with At = IOOJIS of a measurement of a similar plasma.
For the first laser pulse plateaux at -70 mm < z < -50 mm and 50 mm < z < 70 mm are
observed, while at the second pulse the profiles are rather smooth. Also the reversed
case has been observed; a smooth first profile and plateaux in the second. The plateaux
are interpreted as rotating m—2 islands. Note that the excellent resolution of the system
allows access to the profiles inside the islands. The measurements are consistent with
the rotation frequency of about 15 kHz usually observed in Ohmic discharges in RTP.

Application of ECH (60 GHz, 140 kW) to a low density plasma (Ip = 60 kA, n e (0)« 2 x
1019m~3) leads to profiles as shown in Fig. 4. The first pulse shows large filaments in
the plasma center. In the second recording, after At = lOQfis, there are no filaments
anymore and the Te gradient near z = -30 and 30 mm becomes steeper. Central electron
cyclotron emission measurements show that the first laser pulse is just before and the
second just after the sawtooth crash. Most probably the sawtooth crash is the cause
of the disappearance of the filaments. Other measurements without a sawtooth crash
between the two laser pulses showed filaments on both Te profiles.

Conclusions
We have shown first double pulse Thomson scattering measurements, proving the

proper operation of the system. The two cameras yield the same Te and ne profiles for
A£ = 0/zs. When the ICCD cameras are gated at two different laser pulses, separated
by 100 ps, the measurements show rotation of islands in an Ohmic discharge, and the
dynamics of filaments in ECH plasmas. Further measurements with a scan of At, allow
a study of the dynamics of small scale structures.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the double pulse multiposition Thomson scattering system: (a)
top view and side views of the system (b) and of the detector branch (c).
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